Popular treatment for neck injuries in cinema: 
*The Savages* (2007)

**Technical Details**

*Original title:* The Savages.  
*Country:* USA.  
*Year:* 2007.  
*Director:* Tamara Jenkins.  
*Music:* Stephen Trask.  
*Photography:* W. Mott Hupfel III.  
*Film editor:* Brian A. Kates.  
*Screenwriter:* Tamara Jenkins.  
*Cast:* Laura Linney, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Philip Bosco, Peter Friedman, David Zayas, Gbenga Akinnagbe, Cara Seymour, Tonye Patano, Guy Boyd, Debra Monk, Rosemary Murphy, Hal Blankenship,…  
*Color:* Color.  
*Rumtime:* 113 minutes.  
*Genre:* Comedy, Drama.  
*Language:* English, German, Cantonese.  
*Production Companies:* Fox Searchlight Pictures, Lone Star Film Group, This Is That Productions, Ad Hominem Enterprises, Cooper’s Town Productions, Savage Productions.  
*Synopsis:* “A sister (Linney) and brother (Hoffman) face the realities of familial responsibility as they begin to care for their ailing father” (FilmAffinity).  
*Awards:* Nominations: Oscar for Best Actress (Laura Linney) and Best Original Screenplay (2008).  
*Links:*  
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0775529  
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Action: Arizona and New York State (USA).  
(The 2000s).
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